Barefoot Sport

Chiron in Action
Photos courtesy Sara Abbott

by Erica Lynall, SHP

L

ast November, during the conference, I was standing with Jane Kempton and Peter
Speckmaier, when Jane piped up, “Peter, can you teach Erica to be a Chiron instructor?” I
was slightly shocked, as I had no idea she was going to say this, but luckily he enthusiastically
said, “of course!” Bit of a leap of faith, as he’d only met me once before during a Chiron clinic.

Chiron in South Africa
So, in order to get some experience and learn the presentation, I went back to South Africa for their
Chiron clinic in Cape Town in April, as well as to do some trimming (can’t seem to get out of that).
There had been some problems with transporting horses due to African Horse Sickness, and we didn’t know if it would go ahead, but our friends Anne & Guy graciously offered their place to hold a
last minute clinic. It was such a beautiful setting, with the mountains in the background on one side
and the sea on the other. Here are some photos of the South Africa clinic from Sara Abbott, SHP
student and good friend.

Anne Dormehl & Hanuman: A horse in rhythm
always takes off with his hind feet together.

Anne Dormehl & Hanuman: “This horse used to
be too scared to jump these barrels.”

Miriam Goodwin, Rommy & Sue Perkins.

Miriam Goodwin on Rommy, bridleless & enjoying themselves.
Photos courtesy Erica Lynall

Chiron in the United
Kingdom
In no time at all, I was back home
preparing for our own Chiron in
the UK, which I was riding in and
learning to present, as well. I was
slightly nervous, and I’m not sure
why, as Peter is one of those people who makes you feel at ease. I
went to pick him up from his B&B
for the first day, and went the
wrong way twice on the way back
to the clinic. This is embarrassing
enough, on its own, but
then I remembered that
Peter used to be a drivAlison Glasscock on Voodoo.
ing instructor! There
were many jokes over this, and I’m sure there will be a few more in the future.
We had most of the same participants as the year before, plus some newbies, which was
great. My friend Dorothy Marks took 2 horses. She was determined to take Solo, her 4
year old Anglo Arab, as he had never jumped before, and she wanted Chiron to be the
place to do his first jumps. I learned a lot more about focus and intention during this clinic, which was imperative for our bridleless jumping around a small course. One needs
much focus when one’s horse is focused on where her friends are, rather than where the
fences are! It is really liberating to ride without a bridle (we always use a neck strap), and
the horses always move better with their heads completely free.
Contact Erica Lynall at email: mail@ericalynall.co.uk
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Top: Dorothy Marks on Echo, relaxing bridleless. Bottom:
Dorothy Marks on 4 year old Solo at his first proper jump.
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EPSM Cont.
Photos courtesy Erica Lynall

Chiron in Action, Cont.
What is Chiron?
Chiron was the name of a centaur in Greek
mythology. Centaurs have the body of a horse
and the torso of a human—a truly fitting
image for consummate horse-rider communication and harmony. The creator of the
Chiron Jumping Method was Rolf Becher, a
German trainer dissatisfied with the heavy
style of riding that was becoming popular.
Becher’s system, based on Federico Caprilli’s
forward seat style, creates lightness and willingness in the horse.

Helen on Barclay, trotting neatly through the
cavaletti.

Modern Chiron advocates such as Peter
Speckmaier, a certified Chiron Jumping
Instructor in Germany, have taken this method
one step further and created a unique holistic
approach to horsemanship. By combining
natural living conditions, proper nutrition,
barefoot hoofcare, humane saddle and tack fitting, harmonious horse-human interrelationships, and Chiron jumping training, a truly
optimal foundation is created for performance
horses.—THH

(cont. from page 17)
“Providing there has been a gradual increase in
dietary fat intake, horses are able to digest and
utilize up to 20% of the diet (by weight) as oil.”
(Ray J. Geor, The Horse, Nov. 2002) Since the
EPSM diet is only recommending 1 lb of fat for
a 1000 lb horse who will eat 20 lbs or more per
day, suddenly the diet doesn’t sound so extreme
after all. Although there is not any data on the
long-term effects of feeding a high fat diet, for
horses with EPSM, it has been a lifesaver.
Along with the diet, exercise is part of the therapy. EPSM horses need as much regular exercise as possible, and (surprise!) should be turned
out 24/7. It is also recommended that the horse
be tested by your veterinarian for selenium levels, and a vitamin E and selenium supplement
should be added according to these results. I had
Kendra’s levels of selenium and vitamins E & A
checked, and all were in the normal range. By
the way, my veterinarian congratulated me on
figuring out what is going on with my mare!
Progress
Just three weeks into the diet, Kendra has transformed. Dr. Valentine had suggested that horses showing immediate response were the ones
most in need of this diet. Her energy has gone
through the roof, and she has become quite a
lively ride (sometimes a bit too much so!). We
are back to riding for 1-2 hours per day, and the
hind-end hitch appears to be gone. I am prepared for possible setbacks, though, as full fat
adaptation can take many more months, and so
she is still susceptible to problems. From what I
understand, as long as positive results are seen
with the diet therapy within the first 6 months,
you can expect progress to continue. Most
EPSM horses can go on to live normal, athletic
lives, but must remain on their special diet.

Dorothy on Solo, with Helen on Barclay in the
background.

Top: Holly Thomson on Duke, assessing a new
fence by letting Duke smell it. Bottom: Finally,
they jump the fence. A really nice example of
the Chiron philosophy.

It is my hope that by sharing my story with others, more EPSM horses will be recognized and
receive the help they need. I want to thank Dr.
Valentine for all her efforts on spreading the
word about EPSM.
For more information about EPSM:
Please visit ruralheritage.com; the EPSM articles
by Dr. Beth Valentine are located at:
http://www.ruralheritage.com/vet_clinic/index.htm

Bridleless Moose & Erica concentrating!

http://www.TheHorsesHoof.com

Peter Speckmaier demonstrating, “and jump!”

Erica Lynall jumping without bridle on Moose.
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